Jerry Peterson, The One And Only Creator Of
The Official U.S. Navy Seal Combat System, Shows You
How To Defeat Any Fighting Technique On Earth
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ix years ago the Navy Seals began
using a scientific fighting system so
powerful that today they’re recognized
as the most potent fighting force on the face
of this earth.
The creator and designer of this system,
Jerry Peterson, became the first civilian ever
to standardize and license a hand-to-hand
fighting system to the U.S. military. Here’s
how it happened and why it’s important to
you.
In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command
(NSWC), the group which controls all Seal
activity, was looking for ways to standardize
hand-to-hand combat techniques. After an
exhaustive review, they had rejected every
single martial art form in the world.
They found each completely unworkable
in combat-oriented fighting situations where
Seals were in full gear, carrying 100# packs,
and often knee-deep in water.

Amazing Scientific System
Then a Seal NSWC officer (with black
belts in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson’s
scientific fighting system. What he stumbled
on wasn’t martial arts. In fact it was unlike
anything he’d ever seen before.
The Seal officer watched in disbelief as a
class of inexperienced students threw real
punches for virtually an entire hour, never
repeating the same sequences. In one session he witnessed more fighting than most
martial arts students see in a year.
Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer demonstrating moves he’d learned. But
intrigue turned to doubt when they learned
the originator was an ex-Army enlisted man.
Still they met with Jerry, as much out of
admiration for hisVietnam record as anything
(he spent 15 months as lead point for Charlie
Company, the 173rd Airborne — one of the
most decorated units of the war). The Seal
officers, Vietnam vets themselves, figured
Jerry at least ought to understand their needs.
But they were totally unprepared for what
happened next. To prove his system, Jerry
Peterson and a highly-decorated Seal Commander (and at 240, 100 pounds heavier than
Jerry) went toe-to-toe — but at half speed.
To the Commander’s amazement he was instantly disabled and dropped to his knees.
Only then did he realize — had he not
been talked out of going full speed by others
who knew the awesome power of Jerry
Peterson’s system, his false confidence in his
martial arts training and in his sheer size advantage would have left him with an arm broken as easily as a match stick!

‘Blown Away’ In Just Minutes
In 5 short minutes these Seal officers —
men who had seen everything in the way of
brutal fighting, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to develop the Seals into the
world’s best — were blown away by Jerry
Peterson’s Autokinematic fighting system.
Following a pilot program at Command
headquarters all Seals began receiving this
training. Still, hard-headed, cocky, non-be-

lieving Seals, many with extensive martial arts
backgrounds, constantly tested Jerry in situations like these:
❏ Seals are the most proficient combat swimmers in the world. Yet 40-year old Jerry (who
wasn’t a par ticularly good s wimmer)
“drowned” Seal after Seal in training. His scientific principles (this isn’t a graceful art form)
apply on any terrain.
❏ Seals are trained to run 20 miles in soft
sand. But Jerry (who really wasn’t in great
shape) had them gasping just 5 minutes into
his first workouts while he participated effortlessly. He used breathing techniques others
had never seen (techniques he can teach you
in minutes).
❏ Once, Jerry challenged an entire platoon
to pin him against a wall. All thought it a joke.
Yet he escaped — from the grasp of 14 of the
most proficient fighting men in the world
(then demonstrated it was no trick — simply
physics, and easily learned).
Today all Seals use these scientific techniques and many more. Since 1989 Navy Seal
platoons go through a minimum of 40 rigorous hours of Jerry Peterson’s training prior to
deployment.
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admirals, a 4-Star General, and Congressmen
— as well as the Secretary of the Navy and
the U.S. Secretary of Defense!
Jerry was even called in prior to Desert
Storm to brief the military on using Neural
Offensive Linguistics  (a cornerstone of his
system, it defines a mind set which eliminates
all defensive thinking, allowing anyone [even
you] to make instantaneously clear and correct decisions in the midst of any hostile environment).

Devastatingly Powerful
Yet if you expect to use Jerry Peterson’s
military techniques in civilian situations
you’re going to get yourself into trouble.
Military confrontations are simply not the
same as civilian.
What you need to know are methods even
the military is not taught.
And now, in the most recent release of his
system, Jerry reveals the specific techniques
you must know to control any hostile civilian
situation. It’s called Jerry Peterson’s Hostile
Control Systems, and used correctly, this system is undefeatable.
In Hostile Control you’ll find out how you
can quickly (in no more than a day) learn to
defeat or seriously disable anyone threatening your life or the life of a loved one! You
get the same devastating power the Navy Seals
use. It’s just directed towards civilian confrontations.

Combat Proven
Everything in this system was proven in
the most intense war lab of the past 30 years
— Vietnam! But please understand.
This is not a course to impress friends at
your local Karate studio. It’s a professional
fighting system.
You won’t see Jerry Peterson or his pro-

fessional instructors on the Ultimate Fighting Challenge. This isn’t sport fighting. Professional fighting has but one objective: to
defeat an attacker. And to do it incredibly
fast — in 20 years Jerry’s longest fight lasted
a mere 5 seconds!
This system is only for those who need a
powerful yet amazingly simple system
(simple because it’s based on quickly-mastered scientific principles not on a difficult
art form) to protect them in life-threatening
situations.
No Navy Seal has ever lost in hand-tohand combat when correctly applying his
system! And they never will because…

This System Is Undefeatable
One more thing. Cheap imitators may try
to claim they’ve trained Navy Seals, but let
me explain what they’ve actually done.
Seal platoons have discretionary funds
which they use to bring in all sorts of instructors. For example, they’ve hired the
Evelyn Wood company to teach speed
reading.
And that’s the level these cheap imitators
are working at. They’ve gone in at an ‘Evelyn
Wood’ level and given their program to a
platoon — maybe to just 1 or 2 men. But
they’re not the genuine thing.
Jerry Peterson is the sole creator of the
official combat fighting system used by the
U.S. Navy Seals today.
Want to call these imitator’s bluff? Jerry’s
official Naval Special Warfare course number is K-431-0096. Under the Freedom of
Information Act call the Government Information Office and verify for yourself that
this course, Special Combat Aggressive Reactionary System (SCARS) truly exists. You
won’t get details about it because it’s restricted.
But ask these Navy Seal ‘wanna-be’ trainers what their official government course
number is. You’ll find they haven’t got one!
In fact, if you’re in a violent confrontation and all you have is these ‘wanna-be’
techniques, you might just be safer pulling
out a book and trying to impress the assailant with your speed reading skills!
So now you decide. Do you want to learn
‘disguised’ martial arts from cheap imitators
coming in at the level of Evelyn Wood instructors?
Or will you make the decision the Navy
Seals made — and go with Jerry Peterson,
the genuine developer of the official U.S.
Navy Seal combat fighting system?

Free Special Report
Jerry Peterson has created a Free Special
Report which reveals amazing details about
his scientific fighting system — the system
which has made the Navy Seals an
undefeatable fighting force.
It’s easy to get your copy. Just call this
24-hour, toll-free recorded message now:

1-800-600-xxxx
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